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Series: TELEP
Attentions:

Instruction Manual  

Read the instruction carefully before installation，non-observance of this instruction may cause
damage to the fixture or hurt to human body. The installation must be carried out by a qualified
electrician in accordance with local or national codes.
Cut off the power supply before installation and maintenance !

Regularly check the light source , the LED power supply, the cord and other accessories.
If any part is damaged, the product should not be used.

Keep this instruction manual handy for future use.

The light source of these products are non-changeable light diodes(LED).
Do not disassemble the product, as the light diode can cause damage to the eyes.
Use only in indoor,dry location.Clean the product with a dry cloth.

Dimensions: (mm)

220-240VAC 10W

Model Power Dimming interfaceRated input ta

-20...+35℃

Electrical Safety 
Gloves Clean cloth

Dimming range

DALI dimmable
Screw dimmable

10%-100%
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Installation(DALI dimmable)
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Track layout should be refer to the track 
installation manual.Turn "L" and "N" knob to 
perpendicular position to adapter before 
installing the fixture.  

Insert the track light into the track groove. 
Keep the rib of the adapter with the same 
level of track surface.

"L" knob has three choices to turn 
according to different circuit.
L1: turn the "L" knob 90° 
counterclockwise.
L2: turn the "L" knob 90° clockwise.
L3: put down the "L" knob and turn 
      90° clockwise.
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Turn "N" knob 90° counterclockwise after 
inserting the track light.  
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Installation(Screw dimmable)
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Track layout should be refer to the track 
installation manual.Turn "L" and "N" knob to 
perpendicular position to adapter before 
installing the fixture.  

"L" knob has three choices to turn 
according to different circuit.
L1: turn the "L" knob 90° 
counterclockwise.
L2: turn the "L" knob 90° clockwise.
L3: put down the "L" knob and turn 
      90° clockwise.
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Turn "N" knob 90° counterclockwise after 
inserting the track light.  
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Insert the track light into the track groove. 
Keep the rib of the adapter with the same 
level of track surface.
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Clean the surface

Luminaire angle adjustment.
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Turn the screw clockwise to Max.100% brightness.
Turn the screw counterclockwise to Min.10% 
brightness.
* Factory setting: brightest level
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